Security

Manage risk from every angle
Securing data and keeping it private is one of our industry’s most complex challenges. You are tasked with driving
productivity, collaboration and remote access, but what about the risks? How do you embrace innovation and
cloud-based technologies that create a data-centric security program? We understand these pressures. That’s
why security isn’t just a service we offer — it’s part of everything we do.

Questions to consider:
›

How quickly can you detect, respond and recover
from threats before data is compromised?

›

What are you doing to keep up with evolving threats
and keep your data secure?

›

When was your last risk assessment?

›

How are you managing network access?

›

How do you protect data across a mobile workforce?

”

WHAT SETS US APART

Security isn’t just a service
we offer — it’s part of
everything we do. - Chris Hammer,
Vice President, Security & Managed Services

We offer:
›

Security product architecture and implementation,
including next generation firewalls, IPS, network
traffic monitoring, identity and device management,
endpoint detection and response solutions, secure
access and DNS protection

›

Assessments, including: security program and
architecture reviews, device configurations, network
vulnerability and penetration testing

›

Cloud security consulting and architecture

›

Enterprise incident management and response

›

Information risk management and compliance

›

Compliance-based remediation

›

Virtual CISO services

›

Risk based security approach utilizing
integrated security platforms

›

Thorough security reviews that identify
your unique risks

›

Security automation utilizing Cisco
Identity Services Engine (ISE) and
integrated platforms

›

Architecting and deploying Zero Trust
Networks

›

Developing custom apps on platforms like
Splunk to address your unique risks and
enhance your security capabilities

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
›

End-to-end, services-led solution
including firewalls, endpoint detection
and response, open-source intelligence
software, managed security services and
Virtual CISO services

›

Peace of mind knowing that our in-depth
risk assessment, risk management and
security compliance solutions offer you
the highest level of protection

›

Local, personalized support

›

Solutions that are focused on results and
your unique business risks
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Reduce your risk with 		
cybersecurity peace of mind
Our work begins by diving in and examining your unique risks. We specialize in technology-specific safeguards and
developing solutions to ward off attacks in real time and mitigate threats before they happen. You’ll have complete
confidence that when something happens, we’ll be there to help you respond and minimize impact.

Virtual Chief Information
Security Officer
Chief information security officers (CISOs) are highly sought
after and hard to find. And when breaches happen without
a CISO in place, your risk multiplies even more. Our virtual
CISO service lets you call on highly qualified and experienced
security professionals. They act as an extension of your
team. They understand your business strategy and engage
with you on a regular basis. In addition to reducing risk, they
can implement the controls you need to meet compliance
standards. Our virtual CISOs also have access to our in-house
team of hacking experts, SOC analysts and auditors. This
gives you the benefit of having a dedicated cybersecurity
team without the big investment.

Security Assessments
Cyber criminals are constantly evolving. By working with
us, you can proactively expose security weaknesses before
they do. We use well-known compliance frameworks and
best practices such as NIST 800-53a, ISO/IEC 27001 and the
OSSTMM.

Discovery

Managed Security Services
In addition to proactive assessments, our managed security
services are designed to identify, mitigate and address
threats in four ways:

Asset Discovery and Monitoring
Know who and what is connected to your environment at
all times.

Behavioral Monitoring
Identify atypical or suspicious behaviors across your mobile
and on-premise workforce and application workloads.

We work with you to assess the best ways to connect people,
applications and devices securely and efficiently.

Vulnerability Assessment

Technical Assessment

Customer Success Managers

We use several methods to identify security architecture
gaps, configuration problems and vulnerabilities.

Find and remediate your vulnerabilities before an intrusion.

Get added support that ensures successful outcomes
including add-ons like VCISO and security assessments.

Reporting
Beyond executive summaries with recommended fixes, we
develop reports tailored to your business and your unique
risks.

		

We’d love to hear from you.
(866) 527-8822

info@anm.com

anm.com

